Virginia House, Richmond: Address, Phone Number, Virginia House Reviews: 4/5. United States, Virginia (VA). Excellent tour and tour guide very close to Powhite and Cary Street, easy to find a wonderful tour of British manor house pieces all put together into a glorious house with pieces from 1400's to 1600's well done to this dear couple who never had children so the VHS ends up with the house and all in it. Awesome ART. Book. 60 Hikes Within 60 Miles: Richmond- By Phillip Riggan. Extremely useful guide to various hiking options in and around Richmond, Virginia. Very detailed information about each trail, complete with maps and photographs. Best Easy Day Hikes: Richmond, Virginia- By Johnny Molloy. Best Easy Day Hikes Richmond, Virginia includes concise descriptions of the best short hikes in the area, with detailed maps of the routes. The 20 hikes in this guide are generally short, easy to follow, and guaranteed to please. The Civil War: A Traveler's Guide- By National Geographic. Perfect for tour planning and on-t Richmond, Richmond (Va.), Virginia. Edition. Best easy day hikes, Richmond, Virginia. This edition was published in 2010 by Falcon in Guilford, Conn. Edition Notes. "Hiking made easy"—P. 4 of cover. Series. FalconGuides, Where to hike series, Best easy day hikes series, Falcon guide, Where to hike series, Best easy day hikes series. Other Titles. Richmond, Virginia. The 20 hikes in this guide are generally short, easy to follow, and guaranteed to please. Travel Sports & Recreation Hiking. 102 printed pages.